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When Kedric and Warren first told me about LocaliZed, 
I felt a pang of envy. You see, I had often with my 
friends laughed about the ‘what would you do if a 
zombie apocalypse started right here, right now?’. Being 
roleplayers, we even played it out, with me being the DM 
and adapting real life to the survival horror theme. It was 
great fun, and so when they told me about Localized I had 
the classic “darn, I wish I had thought of turning that into 
a product so many years ago!” moment... I’m sure you 
know the one. Very annoying indeed, but then the guys 
showed me what they have done with the concept, and 
even asked me for my opinion, and the clever mechanics, 
super-simple rules and tongue-in-cheek illustrations won 
me over immediately. So much so that I am now very 
happy that for a change I will be able to enjoy LocaliZed 
as a gamer, and not as a designer – it’s going to be fun!

Alessio Cavatore
Managing Director

River Horse
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Kedric 
Winks 
Game Designer
 
Kedric Winks is an independent games designer who 
is finding his stride. Only discovering gaming in his 
late twenties he almost immediately transitioned from 
player to designer. Originally inspired to write games 
as a way to challenge industry conventions, Kedric 
now has to write games to keep all the ideas from 
taking over his limited brain space.

All of the games he’s currently juggling can be seen at:  

www.fancysquidgames.com

Kedric is launching his first self-produced game 
‘Ghost Hunter’ through Kickstarter this Halloween 
(31/10/14).  Ghost Hunter is a 2-7 player card game 
that is quick to learn and quick to play spookiness in 
a box. So if you enjoy this game you should definitely 
check out Ghost Hunter.

Kedric’s favourite Zombie flick is ‘Evil Dead 2’ and his 
favourite Zombie game is ‘Zombie Dice’. If he were 
plunged into a Zombie apocalypse he’d secure a supply 
of fresh coffee, a copy of Risk and perhaps his family.

Gav 
Roachdown
Illustrator
 
Gav Roachdown is an artist, writer, freelance 
illustrator, full-time chrononaught and multi-planar 
entropic illuminist who currently inhabits a meat-suit 
that exists in the north of England in the year 2014. 

He inhabits a modest chunk of space-time filled with 
many books and some unusual, small mammals 
that might just be, collectively speaking, the physical 
manifestation of the cosmic joke humankind has been 
failing to get for the last several thousand years (and if 
they know the punchline, they’re not telling).

The attempts Gav Roachdown has made
to unravel what it all means can be found at:  

gjroach.daportfolio.com  

and he can be contacted at:  

gavroach@googlemail.com



Did you ever feel like your town was 
a dead end full of mindless drones? 
Like you just had to get out of there 
at any cost? Well now you might be 
right! LocaliZED is a Zombie survival 
game set in your backyard. It is a 1-8 
player co-op game that uses any map 
and your imagination to turn your 
neighbourhood in into Zombified 
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Pub Crawl
A Short Story by Sam Poots

 The alarm split the night air of Newmort, shattering the peace of the silent town. Will swore and stuffed 
the last few packets of crisps and a few cans of Deadbull into his backpack, before slinging it over his shoulder and 
heading towards the pub’s rear entrance. He didn’t know what had caused the burglar alarm to go off. He hadn’t even 
expected it to still be working. No use worrying about that though. The noise would draw the shambling things right 
to him.
 
 Right on cue, he heard a soft groaning up ahead. He stopped dead, slipping the little frying pan free from its 
place on his belt. The sound of shuffling feet drew closer. A smell of pungent decay reached him and he struggled not 
to gag. Then a rotten face appeared around the corner. Blank eyes didn’t register Will for a moment. He didn’t give 
it any more time to notice him. The skillet caved in the zombie’s face, black blood oozing out onto the remains of its 
uniform and obscuring the cheery label saying “Hi, my name is...”
 
 Will didn’t stop. Moving past the creature still twitching on the floor, he came to the back door. The window 
in the top of its frame was smashed and, through the space, Will could see out into the street behind the pub. It was 
full of zombies. And they were all heading straight for him. 
 
 He ducked back out of sight, hoping none of them had spotted him. A quick check around the front assured 
him that there was even less chance of escape that way. Zombies were clawing at the windows, and he could hear 
them thudding softly up against the door like persistent bluebottles. 
 
 Peering out the back again, he could see Tabitha’s mini-cab parked near the old Egg Museum, once the pride 
and joy of Newmort. There was no sign of Tabitha, though. No doubt she was probably hiding in the footwell in the 
hope that the zombies wouldn’t spot her there.
 
 Will gripped his pan’s handle tightly. All he could do was make a run for it. He peeked through the smashed 
window again, gauging the distance from the pub to the car. It was about a hundred yards. He could make that. 
They’d notice him of course. But he could make that. 
 
 He took a breath. Then he slammed the door open. It caught a zombie who had been a bit quicker than its 
fellows, knocking it backwards. Will ran on, swinging at anything that came too close. Before long, all the zombies 
on the street had stopped their lurching advance on the pub and were heading straight for him, their gaping faces 
turning as his feet pounded the tarmac. Grasping arms appeared in the corner of his eye. He dug deep for a burst of 
speed. The car was right in front of him He could make it. He could! 
 
 Tabitha appeared in the driver’s seat of the car as he approached. He could see her fiddling with the key, her 
taser in hand, as she watched him running across the street. He had almost made it when he felt tight fingers close 
around his ankle. He went down, arms flailing. In horror, he watched his trusty frying pan skitter away under the car. 
The zombie clawed its way up his body. Will could see the drool dripping from corroded teeth, its eyes empty and 
dead, as it lowered its head to his leg.

 With a cry, Will tried to shake the thing off. The other zombies were approaching; he could see their 
shuffling corpses on all sides, cutting off escape. The thing hung on. With every passing second, the other zombies 
got closer and closer. He brought up his other foot and kicked. Closer and closer. There was a loud crunch and he 
felt bone snapping. It took a couple of kicks to get his leg free, but eventually he managed it. The groans and moans 
were right next to him. Lurching to his feet, he grabbed the car door handle in relief and wrenched it open. He froze. 
Tabitha’s Taser was held right at his forehead.
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 “Were you bitten?” The small woman demanded, her voice shaking.
 
 “No! Jesus Christ, Tabitha, we have to go now.” He made to climb in, but Tabitha brought him up short, with  
 a jerk of her weapon.  
 
 “Did you get the supplies?” She asked, nodding at the rucksack. 
 
 “Yes, now come on let’s get out of here.” He threw the rucksack in and tried to get in after it. A shake of the  
 head was all the warning he got. 
 
 The Taser clacked, a split second after Will threw himself back out onto the street. White hot pain ripped 
through his spine, obliterating all other sensation. He screamed. He screamed until his throat was raw and bloody 
and he felt his blood start to pump again. Though he still couldn’t move Will dimly he registered Tabitha saying 
something.
 
 “I’m sorry,” she said, leaning out to take hold of the door. “We just can’t risk it.” 

 The car juddered to life and with that she was gone. All around Will, the dead began to gather.
 

***** 

 It didn’t take Tabitha long to get to the safe house. A sentry outside waved her through the barricade. His 
eyes never left the streets. All it took was one mistake to bring it all down. She opened the front door, and threw 
down the laden rucksack onto a sofa. 
 
 There were three people in the front room, looking over a map. They glanced up as she entered, haggard 
expressions in drawn and dirty faces. “Where’s Will?” One inquired.
 
 Tabitha shook her head. “Zombies got him. I had to leave him behind.” There was no sign of emotion from 
her fellow survivors, just grim nods of acknowledgement. Tabitha walked over and sat down in a chair by the table 
where the map was laid out. “The whole of Newmort is pretty much tapped for resources, Jeff.” She told an unshaven 
man who was still staring at the map. “We’ll have to move on if we want to survive.”
  
 “We won’t need to if we can just find where those things are coming from.” Jeff mumbled into his bristled  
 beard. 
 
 “Jeff, we’ve been looking for the source for weeks now.” Tabitha said, her tone level. “We’re no closer to  
 finding it.”
 
 Jeff grunted. “On the contrary, we’ve narrowed it down to these most likely locations.” He waved a hand at  
 the map, which was of the cheery, inaccurate sort you would expect to find in a tourist shop. 
  
 “But what difference does it make?” Tabitha asked. “If we run out of supplies we die just the same.”
  
 “We’ve been over this Tabitha,” Jeff raised his grey eyes to meet hers. “If we can find it, maybe we can find  
 out just how all this happened.” His grip on the table tightened, his knuckles whitening. “And then maybe  
 we can find a way to deal with it.”

 Tabitha shrugged. There was no point arguing, she knew. “All right,” she said, turning to the map.  
 “Where next?”
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Rules
The

It’s easy to get playing!
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Objective
To win a game of LocaliZED, you must 
complete one of five distinct Final Missions, 
surviving the local apocalypse one way or 
another. These range from killing all the 
Zombies to killing each other!

The aim of LocaiZED is to provide you with 
a really personal game where more is at stake 
than just an abstract game board. It’s your 
home, it’s your school and worst of all it’s 
your Pub! So to do that we encourage you to 
customise as much as possible. If you know 
where your local Lollipop Lady lives (why?) 
then get the Lollipop Lady card out and 
stick it in the nearest location. Get the felt 
tips out and draw your local pub on the pub 
location token, in fact do this with all of the 
tokens. We won’t mind, honest. We have even 
included some blank cards for you to create 
your own locations, missions and items. We 
have even included some blank cards for you 
to create your own Locations, Missions and 
Items. So go get LocaliZED!

Components
To play LocaliZED each player will need two 
six sided dice (D6) and one pawn. The 2 D6 
should be different colours, as one will be 
your Life D6 and one will be your Combat 
D6. Your pawn is the piece that represents 
you in the game and could be anything from 
a simple plastic cone to a gorgeously painted 
28mm miniature. If you don’t have a pawn 
then you can use the player tokens provided. 
Between them the group will need this rule 
sheet, a set of zombie tokens, a set of location 
tokens, the LocaliZED Card deck and the 
Mission Card deck. 

Finally, and most importantly, you will need 
a good sized map. You’ve been provided with 
a map of the ill-fated village of Newmort, 
but we would prefer it if you used your own 
‘local’ map. 1:25000 scale Ordnance Survey 
maps are perfect, but really anything you can 
get your hands on will do. The map should 
at the very least have buildings and roads on. 
So a map of the Sahara won’t do, but a tourist 
guide to Disneyland, a board from another 
game, your old road atlas or one of those tea 
towels with a map of Cumbria on will all be 
fine.

Print and Play
LocaliZED is a print and play game. It is 
given freely on the understanding that you 
will print it at home (or even better at work), 
cut out the components and fight some 
Zombies on our behalf.
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Set Up
Before playing, you need to set out your Locations on the map, populate those Locations, define 
your Roads, and then give each player their first Mission.

Setting out the Locations on the map is key to a fun gaming experience, so think about where 
they will go carefully. Place each Location token down on the map in the following way:

Safe House 
This should ideally be the building that 
you are sat in right now. However, if you 
are playing with a map of a different area 
then choose a fairly central building that 
isn’t going to be used for any of the other 
locations.

The Pub 
Place this wherever the best local is. Have the 
players argue out where that is.

The Source 
This is where the Zombie outbreak began 
and where it will end. Choose anywhere you 
like, but players must be prepared to explain 
why and how the Zombie outbreak occurred 
there. For instance, put the Source in the 
local retirement home where an outbreak 
occurred when CJD infected ‘meals on 
wheels’ reacted badly with the residents’ 
supply of Worther’s Originals, spawning 
an army of Zimmer frame wielding brain 
munchers. Or put the Source in a Gym, 
where cheap irradiated Russian steroids have 
mutated the patrons.
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Turn Sequence
Running clockwise players may all move 
once. Then running clock-wise again, from 
the same starting player, each player must 
fight the Zombies in their location once only. 

At the end of each turn note which Turn 
Number you are on (referred to on the cards 
as TN). Then place that many Zombies on 
the location with the least Zombies in it, 
excluding the Safe House. For instance, at 
the end of the fifth turn (TN 5) find the 
Location with the least Zombies and place 
five Zombies in it.

This is a full turn. It can be summarised as 
‘Each player takes it in turns to move once, 
then each player takes it in turns to fight 
once and finally TN x Zombies are placed’.

Moving
A move is from one Location to another 
Location using a single Road. If a player 
moves along a Road that has Zombies on 
it they must fight the Zombies as per the 
Combat section of the rules. Regardless of 
the result, they still end up in the Location 
they were travelling to as no player ever ends 
their turn on a Road. All Zombies on a single 
Road are fought simultaneously. Players who 
have picked up ‘Vehicle’ cards can only use 
them on the Roads, not in locations. Players 
can only have one Vehicle at a time. Players 
may not move to the Source location until a 
Final Mission card has been drawn. This is 
when they discover where the source of the 
outbreak is.

The School, Police Station, Hospital, Super Market, Cinema, Church, Petrol Station 
Place the School on a local education establishment, if you don’t have one on your map then 
make one up. The same applies for all of the other Locations.

Roads 
A Road is a route between two Locations. Each Location can only have a maximum of four Roads 
coming in and out of it but, no group of Locations should ever be totally isolated from all of the 
other Locations. Define your Roads by placing a single Zombie on each Road before the game 
begins.

Populating the Locations is simple. Roll 1 D6 for each Location, except the Safe House, and put 
that many Zombies in the Location.

To set up the Missions, first take two random Missions per player and shuffle them into a deck 
without looking at them. Next, take one Final Mission at random and put it to the bottom of the 
deck without looking at it. Deal each player one Mission from the top of the deck.

At the bottom of each Mission Card is a Location name. This is the start point for the player who 
was dealt that card.
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Combat
All players start with the number 6 showing face up on their Life 
D6. This is their lives counter and means they have six lives. If you 
lose or gain a life you should change the number showing on this 
dice accordingly. You can never have more than six lives.

To fight Zombies players must roll their Combat D6. If they roll a 
score greater than the number of Zombies they are fighting then 
they have won the combat. They may now remove Zombies equal to 
the difference between their score and the number of Zombies. 

If they roll a score equal to the number of Zombies this is a draw 
and nothing happens.

If they roll less than the number of Zombies then they have lost the 
combat and they lose 1 life. If the combat was on the road then, as 
well as losing a life, the player is followed by 1 of the Zombies into 
the location they are travelling to.

A roll of a 1 on any dice at any time means they lose the combat. 
A roll of a 6 on any dice at any time means they may roll an extra 
dice and count its result towards their score.

For instance, if there are 4 Zombies in a location and you roll a 5 then you may remove 1 Zombie, 
because 5 is one greater than 4. If you had rolled a 4 then you would have drawn the combat and 
nothing would happen. If you had rolled a 6 you may have re-rolled the dice and added the score of 
the second dice to the original 6 potentially rolling another 6 and gaining yet another re-roll. If you 
had rolled a 3, 2 or 1 then you would have lost and had to lose 1 life.

Players may team-up to fight Zombies. To do this they must be in the same Location. All players 
who are teaming-up must agree to the team-up before any dice are rolled. The player who’s 
fighting (because it is their turn) may now roll their dice once only using their weapons. Then 
they may roll an extra dice for each other player that teamed-up. The player adds the totals 
together and combats the Zombies with this score.

Teaming-up allows players to achieve much higher scores. However, the down side of teaming 
up is that if they lose the combat everyone in the team-up loses 1 life. Note that players who were 
used in a team-up can still fight again when it is their turn to fight and can also use other players 
for a team-up.

Remember that regardless of weapons or team-ups a player can stop 
rolling at any time after their first dice. Rolling more dice may increase 
their score, but it also increases their chances of rolling a 1. You should 
only ever roll 1 dice at a time if you are being sensible.
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Dying and Zombification
When a player has only 1 life and they lose a combat they die and become a Player-Zombie. 
They must drop any Weapons, Vehicles or Items at their last Location. They must discard any 
other cards, except their Mission Card, which goes back on top of the Mission deck. During a 
Player-Zombie’s turn they may move once when they would normally move and must place two 
sets of two Zombies in two separate Locations or Roads when they would normally fight. Player-
Zombies count towards the total Zombies that must be combated in a Location, but they can 
never be removed as a result of winning a combat. If all players become Player-Zombies then the 
players have lost the game! The whole town has succumbed to the undead and it is all your fault. 
Hang your rotten head in shame.

If a Player-Zombie ever gets brought back to life they immediately draw the top Mission Card 
from the deck as their new Mission.

Players who have not become Zombies are referred to as Living Players and normal Zombies are 
referred to as Non-Player Zombies to avoid confusion.

LocaliZED Cards
Each time a player wins a combat in a Location 
they may take the top card from the deck. If a 
player enters a Location with no Zombies in 
it they may also take the top card. No card is 
picked up for combat on Road, lost combats or 
drawn combats. If cards have been dropped in a 
location previously by another player anyone in 
that location can pick them all up for free.

If a player draws an Event card then they must 
follow the instructions on the card immediately. 
If they draw an Item, Refugee, Vehicle or 
Weapon then they may keep that card to aid 
them in the game. Players may only carry two 
Weapons and one Vehicle at a time. Cards may 
be freely swapped among players that are in the 
same Location at the end of a turn. Any cards 
can be left in a Location and freely picked up by 
any player in that Location later on.

Any discarded cards go to the bottom of the 
deck.
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Missions
Mission Cards have Set-Up instructions, some Requirements and a Reward on them. Whenever a 
player receives a Mission Card they must immediately follow the Set-Up instructions.

When the Requirement has been met the player gets the Reward, discards the Mission Card and 
draws a new one from the top of the Mission Card deck. 

Players may not swap Mission Cards. 

When a player draws a Final Mission card this is for all players and its Requirement will 
determine how you win or lose the game.

Now you know how to play and what you need to do to achieve victory it’s time to give it a go. 

Find a map. Find some mates. Get LocaliZED!
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Solo Play
Have all of your friends been eaten by Zombies? Do you live alone with your cat? Are you gutted 
that you can’t play board games? Well chin up sunshine because LocaliZED has a one player 
mode and this is how it works.

Remove these cards from the deck before you conduct the Set-Up: Defibrillator, Struck Dumb, 
Running Scared, Fluffy is That You? They Might Have Got a Bit Bitey!

Remove these Missions: I Dropped my Glasses/ Inhaler/ Insulin, Give Me Back My Friend, Lock 
In, Let’s Split Up, Lone Wolf, Double Feature Date and the Final Mission Every Man For Himself.

From the remaining Missions deal 3 random Mission Cards with one random Final Mission at 
the bottom without looking at any of them.

Now play the game as usual except do not add TN Zombies at the end of each turn. Easy peasy!

A Final Word
This game is meant to be fun, not easy. 

There is a lot going on and plenty of 
unimaginable scenarios will crop up. In 
all this chaos there’s bound to be some 
confusion and ambiguity. If you come 

across something you can’t seem to solve 
with the rules or, heaven forbid, two 

players disagree then don’t argue (the 
Zombies will hear you). Instead, solve the 
problem with a dice roll. After all that is 

what it’s all about.

Credits
Designed by Kedric Winks

Art by Gav Roachdown
Produced by Beasts of War

Test played by Hitchin Heretics & The 
Causeway Giants Gaming Group
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Components
The

Mission Cards
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Set-Up
Place TN plus 2 Zombies per player on Roads
of your choice. Then search the deck for the

Lollipop lady and place her on the
School if you find her. 

Requirement
Get the Special Constable, the Vicar or the

Lollipop Lady to the Police Station and
then discard them. 

Reward
Stop and search. You may take any one card

from any player.

Set-Up
Add 1 Zombie to every road.

Requirement
4 x the number of living players of Zombies

must be removed in 1 turn.

Reward
You may take any weapons from the top 5

cards of the deck.

Set-Up
Place 2 Zombies in the School and 1 in
the Source. Then place 1 Zombie in the

School at the end of each turn from now on.

Requirement
The School must be cleared of all non-player 

Zombies while you are there.

Reward
You may now stop placing Zombies in

the School at the end of each turn.

Set-Up
Place 3 Zombies on each Road leading to 

the Safe House and 3 in the Source.

Requirement
All the Roads around the Safe House must 

be clear for a whole turn (except Roads that 
also lead to the Source).

Reward
Do not place TN Zombies at the

end of this turn.
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Set-Up
Place 2 Zombies per player in the Cinema

and 3 in the Source.

Requirement
You and one other living player only must 
spend 2 full turns in the Cinema together. 

Reward
You may remove all Zombies from the

Cinema and the Roads that connect to it.

Set-Up
Place 1 Zombie per-player on each Road 
connected to the pub and 2 in the Source. 

Search the deck from the top for the first Kebab 
card you come across. If you find one place it in 

the Pub. If you don’t find one steal one off of 
another player and place that in the Pub.

Requirement
Collect the Kebab from the Pub and then eat it 

(i.e. activate the card), not necessarily in the 
same turn.

Reward
You may pause the game for a snack if you like

and none of the other players can complain.

Set-Up
Place 2 Zombies per player in the Source. If 
there are no Player-Zombies then a player 
(not you) of your choice immediately loses 

all of their lives.

Requirement
Get to a Location other than the Safe House
that has only you and a Player-Zombie in it.

Reward
The Player-Zombie may re-enter 

the game with 3 lives.

Set-Up
Place TN Zombies in the Super Market 

and the Cinema.

Requirement
Both the Super Market and the Cinema must be 
empty of Non-Player Zombies at the same time.

Reward
You may take all Item Cards from the top 

5 cards of the deck.
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Set-Up
Place 1 Zombie per player in the Petrol Station and 

1 per player on the Roads. All players must drop 
their vehicles and may not pick up vehicles again 

until this mission is complete (BMX unaffected by 
this as it doesn’t run on petrol).

Requirement
You must be in the Petrol Station with no 

Non-Player Zombies in it.

Reward
Players may once again use vehicles.

Set-Up
Add 2 Zombies to every location except

the Safe House.

Requirement
Each living player must be in a separate 

Location for a full turn.

Reward
You have a new found sense of independence

and confidence. Well done you.

Set-Up
Place 3 Zombies in the Pub, 3 in the Source,
1 in every Location, except the Safe House

and 1 on every Road.

Requirement
All living players must be in the Pub when a 
player drinks a pint of Zombardier Ale or a 

can of DeadBull if they are driving.

Reward
Nothing but a hangover. All Zombardier Ale 

cards held by players must be discarded.

Set-Up
Place 2 Zombies in each Location except

the Safe House.

Requirement
Spend 3 consecutive turns in 3 different
Locations with no other living players.

Reward
You may move immediately to

the Safe House.
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Set-Up
Place 2 Zombies per-player on the Roads

and 3 Zombies in the Source.

Requirement
3 Zombies per-player, but not necessarily 3 
each, must be removed from the Roads in a 

single turn.

Reward
You’ve earned bragging rights among the
players that you are in fact the best driver,

despite any evidence to the contrary.
You may take any one vehicle

from another player.

Set-Up
Place 5 Zombies in the Church and 3

in the Source.

Requirement
Be in the Church when it is completely

cleared of Non-Player Zombies.

Reward
You may look at and choose any 2 cards 

from the top 5 cards in the deck.

Set-Up
Place 2 Zombies in the Hospital and

1 per-player anywhere else.

Requirement
Get the living player to your left to the

Hospital with you. You must both arrive
in the same turn by the same Road.

Reward
The living player to your left has become 
your new BFF! They must be nice to you 

for the rest of the game.

Set-Up
Place TN Zombies anywhere you like except 
the Safe House. Then search the deck for a 
Petrol Bomb and if you find one place it in 

the Petrol Station.

Requirement
You must use a Petrol Bomb to remove
10 Zombies from a Location that is not

the Petrol Station.

Reward
Recover your used Petrol Bomb.
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Set-Up
This mission is for everyone. Players may now move to the Source.

All living players must be in the Hospital together before this
mission can begin. Next, spread the Zombies from the Source
evenly over all Roads and Locations. No more Zombies will be

added at the end of each turn. Now tell everyone exactly
how you found the cure and how it has to be administered.

Requirement
After any combat is won the Zombies from that combat are immediately 

cured. Remove the Non-Player Zombies that are cured and bring the Player 
Zombies back to life with 1 life. When there are no Zombies left all players 

have won the game.

Reward
Yay you did it! You defeated the virus and saved hundreds of people,

you are all heroes! I bet this kind of makes you feel bad about all those
people you killed before you discovered the cure! Umm that’s awkward. I 

hope there isn’t any fallout from that.

There Is
A Cure

Set-Up
This mission is for everyone. Remove all the

Zombies from the Source and distribute them onto the
Roads evenly. All living players go onto 2 lives.

You may now go to the Source.

Requirement
Every player should try to get back to the Safe 

House. When the last living player enters the Safe 
House the game is over.

Reward
The living players have won the game. All that’s 

left to do is take stock of the fridge and crack out 
that box set of ‘Walking Dead’ for a bit of escapism.

Let’s Wait

This One Out

Set-Up
This is a mission for everyone. Players may now 

move to the Source. Take all of the Zombies from 
the Source and spread them evenly among the 

other locations. No new Zombies may be placed 
after this under any circumstances.

Requirement
You have 12 minus the number of players turns to
remove all Non-Player Zombies from the game.

Reward
All living players have won the game. Hurrah for 

you! Of course you have just killed the entire 
population of your home town . The guilt is 

crippling and you will never sleep again.

Contain The

Outbreak



Set-Up
This mission is for everyone. Players may now move to

the Source. Place 1 Zombie per living player in the Source
and TN Zombies on the Roads leading to the Source.

Tell all players that you have discovered the Source of the
Zombies and explain how and why it is the Source.

Requirement
Remove all Non-Player Zombies from the Source.

Reward
The nightmare is over! You have pushed back the foul horde and

defeated the disease at its source. The living players have won
the game and you’re all now safe to go home without fear of

molestation. Well, at least not from the undead anyway.

Destroy The 

Source

Set-Up
This mission is for everyone. Players may now move to the
Source. Players may now fight each other! During a player’s

combat phase they may declare an intention to attack 1 other
player in the same Location. This may happen before or after

they have fought the Zombies in that Location, but they
still have to fight the Zombies. Both players roll their

combat dice. The attacking player adds 2 to their score.
Weapons are allowed and team-ups are allowed. The player

(or team-up) of players with the lowest score loses 1 life.

Requirement
The last living player in the game has won the game alone.

Reward
Congratulations you now have no friends in the room.

Every Man 

For Himself
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Components
Game Cards: Items, Vehicles, Weapons,

Events & Refugees

The
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Discard this card for 
+1 life, or discard this 
card while in the Safe 
House for + 2 lives.

Discard this card for 
+1 life, or discard this 
card while in the Safe 
House for + 2 lives.

Discard this card for 
+1 life, or discard this 
card while in the Safe 
House for + 2 lives.

Discard this card 
before a combat to 
prevent any lives 
being lost from 

that combat.

Discard this card 
before a combat to 
prevent any lives 
being lost from 

that combat.

Discard this card 
before a combat to 
prevent any lives 
being lost from 

that combat.

Discard this card 
before a combat to 
prevent any lives 
being lost from 

that combat.

Discard this card 
before a combat to 
prevent any lives 
being lost from 

that combat.

Kill 10 Zombies in 
your Location before 
you roll any combat 
dice. Each player in 
that Location loses 1 
life. Discard this card 

after use. Do not use in 
the Petrol Station.

Kill 10 Zombies in 
your Location before 
you roll any combat 
dice. Each player in 
that Location loses 1 
life. Discard this card 

after use. Do not use in 
the Petrol Station.

Eat this Kebab now 
for +2 Lives or eat it in 
the Safe House for +4 
lives. You may share 

your Kebab (and lives) 
with anyone in your 

Location. Then discard 
this card.

Eat this Kebab now 
for +2 Lives or eat it in 
the Safe House for +4 
lives. You may share 

your Kebab (and lives) 
with anyone in your 

Location. Then discard 
this card.
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Kill 3 Zombies in your 
Location before you 
roll any combat dice. 

Then discard this card 
to the Church so it may 

be picked up again 
later.

Use this item when you 
are in a Location with 

a Zombified player. 
Discard this card to 

return the player to life 
with 2 lives.

Remove all Zombies 
from any Road

you use.

You may roll 2 combat 
dice instead of 1 but 
you cannot use this 

with another weapon.

You may reroll any of 
your own combat dice 
but must stick to the 

second result.

+4 to your combat 
rolls. If you roll a 1 or 2 

lose a life.
+2 to your combat 

rolls.

Remove 2 Zombies 
from a combat before 
you roll your dice. You 
may only use this once 

per game turn. So 
either on a Road or in a 

Location, not both.

Ignore the first Zombie 
in any combat on a 
Road. Because you 

have ignored it you can 
never remove that last 
Zombie regardless of 

your score.

Use the siren. At the 
end of your combat in 

a Location you may 
move any 3 Zombies 

to your Location from 
anywhere (not the 

Source) on the map.

Get +1 to any dice rolls 
on the road and you 

found a pizza! Gain 1 
life if you are the first 
player to pick up this 

card.

At the end of a combat 
in a Location you may 
immediately move to 

another Location and then 
you must fight any Zombies 
there. You must pay a fare 
for this by discarding any 

card.
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You may ignore any 1 
Zombie in a combat. 

Because you have 
ignored it you can 

never remove that last 
Zombie regardless of 

your score.

You may roll your 
combat dice twice and 

choose the highest 
result.

Remove 1 Zombie 
from any Location as 

you arrive. On the roll 
of 1 with your combat 
roll the sword breaks 

and is discarded.

Dodgy 
Kebab

You have consumed 
meat of a suspicious 

origin.

Get to the Hospital in 
your next turn or lose 

2 lives.

Dodgy 
Kebab

You have consumed 
meat of a suspicious 

origin.

Get to the Hospital in 
your next turn or lose 

2 lives.

Vegetarian 
Kebab

You will not see blood 
spilt this day.

You may not roll any 
dice in combat for 1 
turn. You may still 

contribute to another 
player’s dice by 

teaming-up.

Grid 
Lock

Ah this rule is enough 
to give me a brain 

ache!

Starting with the 
Road with the least 
Zombies on keep 

placing Zombies on it 
until another Road is 
the one with the least 

Zombies on, and so on 
until you have placed 
down TN Zombies.

They’ve 
Found US!

Ok who forgot to close 
the door? Again!

Place 2 Zombies 
per-player in the Safe 

House.

They Might 
Have Got 

a Little Bit 
Bitey!

OMG what’s that on 
your neck!?

For the next game turn 
you may not move in to 
a Location occupied by 
another living player. 

Everyone should try their 
hardest not to talk to you 
until the turn has passed. 

Then discard this card.

Old School 
Zombies

The Graveyard erupts 
with menacing but 
cheaply rendered 

zombies.

Place 1 Zombie per 
player in the Church 
and 2 Zombies in the 

Source.

Bursting at 
the Seams

No room at the inn.

Find the Location with 
the most Zombies (not 
the Source) and place 
all of its Zombies on 

the Roads in an equal 
manner, then discard 

this card.

Running 
Scared

They wet their pants 
and ran off mutter-
ing something about 
not wanting to miss 

‘Homes Under 
the Hammer’.

Choose the player you 
least want to be in a 

survival situation with 
and place them in the Safe 
House. Now explain why 
you don’t really like them 

and discard this card.
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Struck
Dumb

You just saw your 
mother in-law 

consume a live dog in 
the street. You think 
she might have been 
turned but you can’t 

be sure. 

You must miss a turn 
and you may not talk 
until your next turn, 

then discard this card.

Fluffy is
that you?

Unexplainably your 
childhood pet (insert 
name here) has risen 
from the dead and is 

patrolling the School. You 
cry like a school girl at 

the sight.

Place 1 Zombie per-player 
on the School. You may 
not move to the School 
until another player has 

completely cleared it 
of Zombies, then discard 

this card.

Surprise!

Place 3 Zombies in 
your current Location 
and 1 in the Source. 
Immediately combat 
the Zombies in your 

Location, then discard 
this card.

Psychic
Stray Dog

‘It’s uncanny, he can smell 
the undead from a mile 

away. Come to think of it 
we all can, they stink! Why 
have we brought this mutt 

along anyway?

You may look at the Final 
Mission card, then discard 
this card. If you tell or even 

slightly suggest to other 
players what the Final 

Mission is you must admit 
that you’re the type of 

person who enjoys ruining 
board games.

The Vicar
of Dribbley

“Quick vicar show them 
your cross!” “Right you 
ghastly dead heads I’ve 
had just about enough 

of this!”

When you enter a 
Location 2 Zombies are 
immediately moved out 
of the Location on to the 
Roads. If you swear, burp 
or perform any other gas-
eous bodily function you 

must discard this card.

Special
Constable

Each time an arrest is 
made mutter ‘allo, allo, 
allo,’ ‘Your nicked mate’ 
or some other cop show 

cliché.

Each time you enter a 
Location you may  

immediately remove 1 
Zombie and place it in the 

Police Station.

Amateur
Dramatics

You may avoid any 1 
combat completely, 

but still collect a card 
if it’s in a Location, 
by pretending to be 
a Zombie. You must 
make the face and 
noises well enough 

to convince the other 
players you’re a 

Zombie then discard 
this card.

Ex Hex

Your ‘still into you’ 
psycho Ex appears 
out of nowhere and 

viciously dismembers 
two of the undead in 
an effort to impress 

you.

Remove 2 zombies 
from your current  

location. If your part-
ner is in the room you 

also lose 1 life, then 
discard this card.

Home 
Invasion

Who forgot to lock the 
door?

Move all the Zombies 
on the Roads into 

Locations that their 
Roads are connected 
to, then discard this 

card.

Amateur
Dramatics

You may avoid any 1 
combat completely, 

but still collect a card 
if it’s in a Location, 
by pretending to be 
a Zombie. You must 
make the face and 
noises well enough 

to convince the other 
players you’re a 

Zombie then discard 
this card.

Surprise!

Place 3 Zombies in 
your current Location 
and 1 in the Source. 
Immediately combat 
the Zombies in your 

Location, then discard 
this card.

Lollipop
Lady

Give this card to the 
player most likely to 
end up as a Lollipop 
Lady. They no longer 
have to fight Zombies 
on the Road. If they 

enter the School they 
must discard this card.
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Components
Tokens: Locations, Players & Zombies

The
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Components
Game Map: Print the 4 pages, cut out the map

sections and stick them together! 

The
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Components
Make your own stuff! 

The
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